
Application Procedure
FFor further information about the organization and/or position you can contact 
Marjolein Oleana (Office Manager) +5997178322. Please send your 
application letter and resume to marjoleinoleana@tourismbonaire.com, no 
later than December 14th  2018. You will receive a confirmation within two 
days, if not please contact us. An assessment may be part of the selection 
process. Your application will be handled confidentially.

Your Profile
You must have a relevant Master’s or a 
Bachelor’s Degree
At least 3 years of experience as a Director
or in a high level position
Experience in the tourism industry is an 
advantage
YYou have strong management and leadership 
skills and the ability to cultivate and maintain 
a relevant network
You are dynamic, goal oriented and a team       
player
You have strong negotiation and people skills
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HR skills 
Knowledge of good corporate 
governance
Financial audit procedures and all 
other aspects of running a company
YYou are able to identify and give 
follow up to opportunities
You are able to communicate well both 
verbally and in writing in the 
languages English, Dutch, Papiamentu 
and Spanish.
Affinity with the DutAffinity with the Dutch Caribbean 
culture is an advantage
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The Position 
As Director oAs Director of Tourism you contribute to the development of tourism in Bonaire by 
realizing the strategic and daily management of the organization. You follow 
relevant developments and you translate these into strategic initiatives. You 
develop and implement (strategic) (policy) plans and projects and liaise with 
external stakeholders to formulate and execute the strategic tourism strategies. 

You will report to the supervisory board of TCB. 

Director of Tourism

The Tourism Corporation Bonaire (TCB) is a dynamic organization 
that promotes the island of Bonaire with the objective to further stimulate 
development of tourism. The island of Bonaire is in a phase of growth 
and is an appealing destination with lots of potential. It is therefore that 
TCB is looking for dynamic and team-minded candidates for the position 

as mentioned below. 


